Amendment to Amendment No. 2 to the Supplemental Agreement between the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development of the Federal Republic of Germany and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the International Development Association regarding the Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility (PPIAF) Trust Fund II
(Trust Fund No. 072643 parallel to original Trust Fund No. 053980)

1. Reference is made to Amendment No. 2 to the Supplemental Agreement between the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development of the Federal Republic of Germany (the “Donor”) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the International Development Association (collectively, the “Bank” and together with the Donor, the “Parties” and each a “Party”) regarding the Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility (PPIAF) Trust Fund II (Trust Fund No. 072643) (the “Trust Fund”) effective as of December 4, 2018 (“Amendment No. 2”).

2. The Parties agree to reduce the Contribution by the unpaid amount of two hundred fifty thousand Euros (EUR 250,000) provided for in Amendment No. 2. Accordingly, Amendment No. 2 is amended as follows:

   (a) Paragraph 2 of Amendment No. 2 shall be deleted and replaced with the following:

   “2. The Bank acknowledges that the Donor agrees to provide the sum of six hundred fifty thousand Euros (EUR 650,000) (the “Contribution”) for the Trust Fund in accordance with the terms of the Supplemental Agreement.”

   (b) Item (B) under paragraph 3 of Amendment No. 2 is hereby deleted.

3. All other terms of Amendment No. 2 shall remain the same.

4. Each of the Parties represents, by confirming its agreement below, that it is authorized to enter into this Amendment and act in accordance with these terms and conditions. The Parties are requested to sign and date this Amendment, and upon possession by the Bank of this fully signed Amendment, this Amendment shall become effective as of the date of the last signature.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

By: ___________________________ Date: 19-Sep-2019
Makhtar Diop
Vice President, Infrastructure

FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

By: ___________________________ Date: 31.10.19
Lucia De Carlo
Head of Division 110, Cooperation with the Private Sector, Sustainable Economic Policy